Abstract. This is the introduction and instruction to the ICSI 2014 Competition on Single Objective Optimization.
Introduction
This competition will focus on single objective optimization, because it is the key and fundamental problem in the Swarm Intelligence. In this competition, we hope to provide a chance for every swarm intelligence algorithm to show its performance and to learn from each other. We welcome any swarm intelligence algorithm to participate in the competition, such as Particle Swarm Optimization, Ant Colony Optimization, Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm, Bat Algorithm, Intelligent Water Drops, Fireworks Algorithm, etc.
The codes for the competition is available at: http://www.ic-si.org/competition/file.zip If you have any suggestion, please inform us without hesitation.
Definition
The task is to minimize the evaluation function: There are 30 functions in this competition, all shifted and rotated, which is named as ICSI-2014-Benchmark Suite, i.e., ICSI-2014-BS, for short, and certainly they should be treated as black box problems.
Basic Functions
The following 23 functions are the same in definition as [3] , [2] and [1] . 
1.Bent Cigar Function
f
2.High Conditioned Elliptic Function
3.Neumaire 3 Function
7.Alpine Function
cos(2πx i )) + 20 + e 9.Weierstrass Function
10.Griewank's Function
cos(
11.Rastrigin's Function
12.Katsuura Function
14.HappyCat Function
16.Schwefel's Problem 2.22
18.Schwefel's Problem 2.26
19.Penalized Function
Composition Functions
The following 7 functions are newly generated composition functions.
22.Well Function
30. ('6'+'21'+'14')*'13' 
Format
The following things should be included in your paper: 1. Description of your algorithm. Besides, you also need to submit 4 result files to the organizers: name 2d.csv, name 10d.csv, name 30d.csv and name 50d.csv(for example:pso 2d.csv, pso 10d.csv, pso 30d.csv and pso 50d.csv), with each containing a 30 * 51 matrix, showing the best fitness found in each function and each run.
The algorithms will be ranked according to their fitness value. The ranking and analysis will be published by the organizers later. There are in total 9 papers submitted to this competition session and 6 papers accepted at last. They are listed in Table 1 . The abbreviations of the 6 algorithms are respectively: HSDB, MPCPSO, MBO, dynFWA, DESP and EFWA.
Overview of the Results

Time Complexity
We defined an index to measure the time complexity of the algorithms: 1. Run the following program 5 times and record the MEAN time consumed as T 1:
for i = 1 : 300000 evaluate(9 , rand(30,1)*200-100); end 2. Run the optimization algorithm on function 9 and D = 30 for 5 times, and record the MEAN time consumed as T 2.
3. And finally calculate the value (T 2 − T 1)/T 1 as the metric of the time complexity of the algorithm.
The results are shown in Table 2 . Algorithms with smaller numbers are faster. The index to some extent reveals the efficiency of the algorithms. However, we should note that such kind of metrics are very sensitive to the implementation details. Especially on MATLAB platform, a proper optimization of the codes would significantly reduce the time cost. In addition, time complexity of the algorithms is not the main concern in this competition, because for most real world optimization problems, the evaluation is overwhelmingly expensive.
Mean Fitness Value
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